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and etiology. Patterson carefully traces the development of these cancer countercul-
tures and the anticancer alliance, as well as the conflicts which arose between and
within the groups. These conflicts included debates over funding cancer prevention
programs versus laboratory research, and whether such laboratory research should
focus on basic biology or be targeted more toward cancer etiologies and therapies. A
central thesis of the book is that conflicts such as these reflected the overall social and
economic divisions ofthe times. For example, many lower-income and lesser-educated
Americans followed counterculture elements such as faith healers and home cancer
remedies because they distrusted the medical establishment. Patterson thoughtfully
explores these and other similar issues in a well-illustrated and well-referenced fashion.
His critical line of reasoning assembles the facts and figures into a logical and
interesting examination ofthe topic.
Some readers may note a resemblance ofthis historical study to Illness as Metaphor
by Susan Sontag (New York, Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1977), which is a literary
essay. Sontag focuses on the personal and interpersonal aspects of tuberculosis and
cancer, drawing heavily upon poetry and literature as her sources. In contrast,
Patterson concentrates on the sociology and psychology of cancer as reflected at the
larger societal and institutional levels. Moreover, Sontag does not limit her discussion
to cancer, the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, or the United States, as
Patterson does. Patterson's work is thus distinctly different from Illness as Metaphor
in its focus and scope.
The only flaw in this book is the lack of graphical presentation of numerical data
discussed within its text. This omission was not, however, prohibitive to either thevalue
or enjoyment of the book, and I found The Dread Disease: Cancer and Modern
American Culture to be highly informative and insightful. I recommend it to cancer
scientists, physicians, and historians, and anyone interested in the social history of
cancer in modern America.
ANDREW J. GRIFFITH
MedicalStudent
Yale UniversitySchool ofMedicine
FOR THE LOVE OF ENZYMES. By Arthur Kornberg. Cambridge, MA, Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1989. 336 pp. $29.95.
In this autobiography, Arthur Kornberg discusses his life, research, and philosophy.
His outstanding achievements as a biochemist give this book a place of importance in
the history ofone ofthe most exciting scientific adventures ofour time. In compressed
but comprehensive form, Kornberg describes the development of his interest in
enzymes. He charts the path of his persistent and ingenious pursuit ofthe mechanism
ofDNA replication, openly revealing the blind alleys he has wandered into and the role
of luck as well as judgment in his success. Although most of the scientific material is
familiar to biochemists, they may be surprised and intrigued by the frankness with
which he describes his tortuous way to the final result.
The paths he followed are mapped clearly enough that readers without knowledge of
chemistry can follow hisjourney. The text is supplemented by lucid diagrams. But only
a person who has actually carried out research can appreciate the frustration generated
by some ofthe fallow periods he mentions only casually.BOOK REVIEWS
Kornberg is generous in his discussion of the contributions of his colleagues. His
description of the way his departments were organized at Washington University in St.
Louis and at Stanford shows a high regard for the value ofall his co-workers, including
those who worked chiefly in administration or technical support. On the other hand, his
description of the unrestricted way in which he has distributed departmental research
funds among his colleagues would probably cause a conventional bookkeeper severe
indigestion.
Along the way, he argues strongly the need for openness in science. Although
research financing by industry is important, the restrictions which such support can
impose on free communication are distasteful and counterproductive. He also dislikes
the competitive drive to be first in a given discovery and says that he has tried to work in
areas in which the field was not crowded. This choice may have been possible for him,
but it is certainly not an option available for many research workers of lesser eminence.
In spite of the obvious merits ofthe book and the outstanding qualities of the author,
I was a bit disappointed. I had enjoyed the autobiographical sketches of Richard
Feynman and hoped that Kornberg would tell his story in a comparable fashion, but
this is not the case. Toward the end, there is one chapter describing his family, ofwhom
he is very proud. He also mentions his first wife, Sylvy, with great affection. But neither
his family nor his co-workers come across as real people. There are hints that important
material lies unrevealed. For example, when Kornberg got the Nobel Prize, Sylvy said:
"I was robbed!" (p. 172). Kornberg calls this a "quip," but in the next sentence he
sketches quickly some of Sylvy's important contributions to the work. Was she really
joking or did she feel that her part in the enterprise had been underestimated?
Unfortunately, Sylvy doesn't come through as a rounded person. Indeed, although she
was certainly an important part of Kornberg's life, she seems a mere shadow in the
book. His three sons also appear only briefly and are not presented in a fashion which
shows them as real people. For example, Tom was apparently a promising cellist, but
dropped his musical career when he developed a painful neuroma on the first finger of
his left hand. Thereafter he built a career in science. But did he give up music
altogether? A little more information would have made Tom a real person to this
reader.
There are a few amusing or revealing anecdotes in the book and a sparse selection of
pictures-mostly group shots of the laboratory staff. For the most part, however, the
text is dry and concerned with technical matters. The last chapter is the major
exception to this pattern. Here, the author talks about deeply felt problems: anti-
Semitism, favoritism, and prejudice in science and scientific education. His comments
are right on the mark for the situation in which he grew up. Since the war, prejudice
has become much less of a barrier for scientists because it is expressed in more subtle
ways, but it has not disappeared. Still, the improvement over the past quarter-century
is heartening.
Throughout the book one theme is constantly repeated and emphasized: the primacy
of enzymology in biological research. Kornberg is distributed that the new generation
of biological scientists is seduced away from enzymology by the excitement and
precision of molecular biology. At first glance, his preoccupation with this subject
seems excessive, but as he unfolded the story of his research he convinced me that he is
correct. The molecular biologist can produce huge quantities of pure enzymes by
genetic technology, but he cannot produce an enzyme unless he knows that it exists.
When Kornberg started working on the replication of DNA, he expected to find only
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one or two enzymes. As the work progressed, he discovered more and more enzymes
with an essential role in the process. He might have been able to produce large amounts
of DNA polymerase, if molecular biological techniques had been available; but could
he have known that there are at least three DNA polymerases? The disciplines of
enzymology and molecular biology must necessarily complement one another, and
scientists must continue to study both. The need for such expertise is only emphasized
by the recent recognition ofthe catalytic activity ofsome forms ofRNA. Interestingly,
Kornberg talks of enzymes only as proteins and ignores the enzymatic functions of
RNA.
It's a good book, and it would have been better if Kornberg and his family and
colleagues had been more central. As it is, the detailed description ofscience overshad-
ows the human aspects ofa great career.
PHILIP K. BONDY
Department ofInternal Medicine
Yale University SchoolofMedicine
THE FINANCING OF BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH. By Eli Ginzberg and Anna B. Dutka.
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World War II fundamentally changed popular American opinion of scientific
research. Many people considered that medical and technological breakthroughs
played a key role in securing the Allied victory. Increased funding for all types of
biomedical and scientific research was strongly supported by the public after the war.
Major improvements were expected in health care in the following decades, including
cures for cancer and heart disease.
As a result, Congress dramatically increased biomedical research funding in the
post-WW II years. The Financing ofBiomedical Research surveys the history of this
funding over the last four decades and analyzes the resulting trends and patterns. This
book divides these years into three distinct periods:
1. Rapid Growth (1950-1965): During this period the federal government became
the major funding source for biomedical research in the United States. The large
increase in federal funding more than offset a concomitant decline in private sources of
funds. These monies greatly contributed to a period of rapid growth and evolution in
the infrastructure of universities, medical schools, and teaching hospitals. Staff and
facilities were expanded to contribute to the vast accumulation of scientific and
technological knowledge. It is evident, therefore, that the U.S. government accom-
plished its goal ofdeveloping a large and productive biomedical research complex.
2. Slow Growth (1966-1982): During President Johnson's administration, the
effectiveness of financial support for biomedical research began to be questioned.
Although technological and scientific advances had been made, it was not clear that
patients had benefited in any significant fashion. It was clear, however, that many
Americans had been unable to take advantage of the advances in health care that had
been made. As a result, Congress was convinced to redirect biomedical research funds
toward the expansion and improvement of access to health care for the uninsured and
underinsured (through the creation of Medicare and Medicaid). Spiraling inflation
also contributed to the diminished flow of money to biomedical research and further
slowed its growth. In spite ofincreasing costs, the size ofthe traditional award actually
declined in constant dollars during this period.